Welcome to the 2015 Stocking Stuffers Holiday Gift Guide. Here you will find the most unique and fun gifts to fill up your loved ones stockings! Take a moment to browse through all of the items. You may even find something to sneak into your own stocking. All of these gifts were tested and approved by Women and Their Pretties or Mama Smith’s Blog (unless otherwise stated).

**Oxygen Plus**

Oxygen Plus (O+) is portable, recreational oxygen – a GREAT stocking stuffer for the athlete / outdoor enthusiast in your life. Each canister consists of 95% pure oxygen, which can be inhaled through the nose or mouth to help users: relax and unwind, expand their mind, increase focus and mental clarity, recoup from late nights, altitude + pollution. Perfect for after a workout, hike or simply as an energy booster. O+ is available in three flavors: Natural, Peppermint and Pink Grapefruit.

Purchase here
**Read Our Reviews:** Oxygen Plus – A Breath of Fresh Air, literally
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